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Short Note
With the event of drugs and technology, the expectancy of 
individuals, nowadays, is obtaining longer than many decades 
past. Aging society is increasingly rising. additional Associate in 
Nursing additional nations within the world have steady captive 
towards an aging society or perhaps a super-aged society. 
Obviously, the arrival of the tidal wave of the Aged individuals 
might end in national vibrations at varied levels that eventually 
would have a significant impact upon the world economy, society 
and politics. 

“Aging” isn't in the main a physiological method, however 
conjointly a social and cultural manner. Aging is historically 
considered a physiological development with biological operate 
and physical system increasingly failure. However, it's commonly 
in the middle of changes in mental and social conditions. 

Additionally, to the development of aging that happens 
within the individual, the information of the external setting 
conjointly affects the speed and level of aging. the globe Health 
Organization (WHO) has projected the construct of “active aging” 
in its 2002 Report of Active Ageing: A Policy Framework. This 
landmark document role player attention to: the very fact that 
population aging was the merchandise of 2 convergency trends: 
additional and additional individuals living to be previous at 
identical time dramatic decreases were occurring in fertility rates; 
that population aging was to occur in each the developed and 
therefore the developing worlds; which if it had been to be a 
positive expertise for countries and people, “longer life should be 
in the middle of continued opportunities for health, participation 
and security” [1].

Essentially, it's derived from the construct of sure-fire aging and 
has progressively developed as productive aging and healthy 
aging. The goal is to make a society additional compatible with 
the rise within the aged population and therefore the advent of 
the aging society. in step with the wide accepted WHO definition 
of active aging, it's the method of optimizing opportunities for 
health, participation, and safety so as to push the standard of 
lifetime of individuals in adulthood. The definition is ringing the 
WHO’s definition of health, a state of complete physical, mental, 
and social well-being. This has ultimately become the most 
reference framework for several international organizations and 

countries round the world to formulate health policies for the 
aged.

Today, getting into the data age, the general life and behavior 
patterns of citizenry have correspondingly been deeply stricken 
by cyber power. The invention of computers, the utilization of 
the net, the popularization of tablets and smartphones, and 
web usage then on is equally connected to the lives of the aged. 
astonishingly and on the far side anyone’s imagination, elder 
individuals square measure stricken by the net the maximum 
amount because the young generations do. supported enquiry 
findings that through the utilization of data technology couldn't 
solely shorten the remoteness between individuals [2] and 
reduce loneliness [3] however conjointly moderate depression 
[4] and life stress [5]. 

Thus, it's necessary to own the aged being supported through 
the net and by the net. Still, despite all the advantages, the 
elder individuals in any society square measure the only real 
cluster that exposed to the net the smallest amount [6]. the 
most reason lies within the lack of data preparation, lack of artful 
ability, anxiety, and degradation of not aware of computers. Any 
studies have found that almost all aged individuals use the net for 
telecommunication that plays a vital role in their social functions. 
Yet, some studies correspondingly have shown that their square 
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measure still quite few aged people that refuse to use computers 
or those that hand over halfway through their studies thanks to 
frustration or anxiety.

Facing the time of the aging society, correct use of data 
technology and therefore the web will structure for the impact of 
social contacts decline and physical degradation. Technology has 
invariably been geared toward creating people’s lives additional 
convenient. Below the present wave of continuous innovation 
in data technology, especially, within the space of computing, 
exploring the ways that to satisfy the technological wants of 
the aged, the aged will use technology and data capabilities to 
support their own freelance livings and social interactions and 
assist in managing and providing care. In turn, it promotes the 
social, mental and physical health of the aged, improves their 
quality of life, and achieves the goal of sure-fire, healthy and 
active aging.

Together, advances in computing and data technology have 
modified the ways that we tend to live, and promise a bright future 
for aging citizenry. Through a literature review, this text intends 
to integrate the goal of active aging and therefore the advance of 
computing and data technology during a progressive manner. It 

configures out a conceivable man oeuvre for the aged to measure 
a happier and healthier life supported the infrastructure of ICT.
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